Between 1996 and 2003 Ian conceived, planned and led four expeditions to
Mount Everest. The expeditions were successful in reaching the summit on three
occasions, with Ian reaching the summit twice himself by two different routes.

The TAO of EVEREST
A Unique Inspirational & Practical Leadership Keynote
Address
As the first rays of dawn crept across the Tibetan plateau Ian Woodall stepped
onto the summit of Mount Everest and into history, becoming one of only a
handful of mountaineers to have climbed the highest mountain in the world from
both its south (Edmund Hillary) and north (George Mallory) sides.
During his first ascent from the south Ian’s team were trapped in the worst storm
in Everest history. They were the closest of any team to those stranded and dying
on the mountain. After the trauma and tragedy of the storm all but one of

the other teams packed up and went home, but Ian and his team chose to try
again, finally reaching the summit as the only team left on the mountain.
Two years later while attempting the north side of Everest Ian stopped only a few
hundred metres from the summit to try and help a dying American climber. The
woman’s first words were ‘Don’t leave me’. Yet ultimately Ian had to leave her to
secure the safety of his own team.
Now, in a unique and dramatic keynote address, Ian brings the triumphs and
tragedies of climbing the highest mountain in the world directly to his audience
and shows how the lessons learnt on the mountain can be applied to enhance
leadership, problem solving, and personal development skills.

Keynote Insights to Successful Inspiration & Practical
Leadership
•
•
•
•

Concentrating On Can-Do's - concentrating on what can be done, and not
being overwhelmed by what can't.
Making Mandela Moments - recognising the efforts and achievements of
others.
Succeed In Stages - appreciating what has already been accomplished, and
not just dwelling on how much still has to be done.
Invest In Integrity - making integrity the foundation of all Inspiration &
Leadership.

Keynote Extracts
'Don’t leave me', she moaned, but one by one I turned our small team away from
her gently waving arm, and with our heads spinning and tears streaming down
our faces we stumbled back down the steep rocks towards camp 3.
***
Suddenly there was a flash of colour. Colour which was so rare in this
monotonous world of grey and white. Reds, greens and yellows dancing before
my eyes in the morning breeze. Slowly, like stirring yesterday’s porridge, my
mind began to register the enormity of what I was looking at. Flags. Prayer flags.
Buddhist prayer flags marking the summit of Everest. I had made it. I was
standing on the top of the world.
***
The TAO of EVEREST means, that when each of our time comes, and our whole
life flashes before our eyes, we must make sure its worth watching.
www.taoofeverest.com

